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Market Overview Yesterday, stocks remained in negative territory in Hong Kong. The Hang 
Seng Index corrected 64pts to 25,120pts with a turnover of HKD159.5b. 
New economy stocks remained strong with Xiaomi-W (1810 HK), JD-SW 
(9618 HK), Alibaba-SW (9988) hit the record. According to ig.com, the 
index is expected to open higher c.50pts to around 25,100pts. 
Technically, the index has to get supportive level at 24,600pts, where 
belongs to the lower bound of the upward trend formed since mid-March; 
otherwise, the upward trend is broken, the index will experience 
weakness. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Dali Foods (3799 HK) 
Its company expects double digit growth for group sales in 2H20E, with food consumption growing at 30% 
YoY, snack food at single digits, and beverages at double digits. Profit will grow faster than revenue. 
Meanwhile, in Jul-Aug, the company noticed double digit sales growth, similar to 2H20 guidance, 
benefiting from strong momentum in its new categories, recovery in beverage segment, leveraging its 
strength in low tier cities.  
 
IMax (1970 HK) 
IMAX grossed USD5m during Tenet’s international opening weekend of the USD53m total box office across 
41 international markets. IMAX’s 9.4% share of the opening weekend compares favorably to international 
IMAX share for prior Christopher Nolan titles Dunkirk (12.6%) and Interstellar (9.6%), particularly 
considering current capacity restrictions. Similar to the release of The Eight Hundred in China, IMax 
grossed USD6.5m during its opening weekend (6.3% share on 1% of screens). Market believed Tenet’s 
strong international box office opening weekend indicates early signs of a theatrical recovery. 
 
Geely Auto (175 HK) 
Geely submitted the draft prospectus for the STAR Board and disclosed its detailed investment plan from 
the funds to be raised. This marks a step closer to the final listing which market expected to be 
completed soon. Taking reference from SMIC (981 HK), it completed its listing c.45 days after submitting 
the draft prospectus. After the A-share listing, Geely is likely to continue to proceed on the Volvo 
acquisition.  
 
CCB (939 HK) 
CCB’s NPL ratio edged up 7bps in 2Q20 to 1.49%, with emerging pressure from hotel, leisure and airline 
industries. Its management expected NPL pressure to continue into next year, due to (1) the cleanup of 
the shadow banking system, and (2) the moratorium policy which is due at end-March 2021. That said, the 
upfront prudent provisions in 1H20 as well as previously in 2017-2019 should act as strong buffers for CCB, 
with NPL coverage ratio as high as 223% in 1H20. For NIM, its management expected corporate loan yield 
to trend downwards due to LPR conversion, while mortgage yield may remain stable. NIM is expected to 
trend down in coming quarters, which may drag CCB’s share price in the near term.  
 
Evergrande (3333 HK) 
Its share price slumped to its 1-month lowest level. Evergrande reported 1H20 results with core profit of 
RMB7.5b (-52% YoY) and accounting for 23% of FY2020 Bloomberg consensus (vs. 80% in 1H19 of 2019), 
dragged by below-expectation gross margin on aggressive selling price cuts in exchange for volume 
growth. 
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